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22 Cyclestation M, bicycle deposit,
Maihara-cho, Shiga, 1993–94

26 Healthecture K, home-clinic,
Takatsuki, Osaka, 1994–96

32 Transtreet Geba, park and
playground, Fukui, 1994–96

36 Skinitecture I, fish research
center, Singu-cho, Hyogo, 1994–96

40 Transtation O, station shelter,
Sakai-cho, Fukui, 1995–97

46 Halfitecture F, station shelter,
Fukui, 1996–97

50 Rooftecture T, square with
facilities, Fukui, 1996–97

56 Springitecture H, public toilets,
Shingu-cho, Hyogo, 1997–98

66 Rooftecture N, office block and
deposit for building materials,
Nishinomiya, Hyogo, 1997–98

74 Rooftecture O,
cultural center, Shimizu-cho,
Fukui, 1996–98

80 Rooftecture H, office building,
Himeji, Hyogo, 1996–98

88 Rooftecture Y, health spa,
Yamasaki-cho,
Hyogo, 1997–98

96 Springitecture A, competition
project for an art museum,
Aomori, 1999–2000

100 Springitecture NHK, competition
project for an ecological house,
Inagi, Tokyo, 1999

104 Springitecture I, 2000

106 Rooftecture K, office building,
Nishinomiya,
Hyogo, 1998–2000

112 Rooftecture B, farm emporium,
Biwa-cho,
Shiga, 1998–2000

118 Rooftecture A, apartment block, Taitou-ku, Tokyo,
1998–2000

126 Rooftecture WIPO, competition project, Geneva,
Switzerland, 1999–2000

130 Springitecture Orleans, temporary
installation, Orleans, France,
1999–2000

132 Springitecture S, competition
project for a ferry terminal,
Sasebo, Nagasaki, 2000–01

136 Rooftecture Wave,
canopy for a used-car lot, Minou,
Osaka, 2000–01

140 Rooftecture U, factory and
offices, Oku-cho, Okayama,
1999–2001

146 Rooftecture M, office home,
Maruoka-cho, Fukui, 2000–01

154 Rooftecture C, crematorium,
Taishi-cho, Hyogo, 2000–

156 Rooftecture Rome, project for
a residential complex, Rome, Italy,
2001

158 Osaka Apartments, apartment
complex, Katano, Osaka, 2000–

160 Bubbleitecture M, kindergarten,
Maihara-cho, Shiga, 2001–

162 Rooftecture S, office building,
Osaka, 2001–

164 Halfitecture T, park with amenities,
Maihara-cho, Shiga, 1999–2001

168 Slowitecture S, cultural center,
Maihara-cho, Shiga,
2000–02

178 Springitecture B, office-home,
Biwa-cho, Shiga, 2001–02
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